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STREAMLINE IDENTITY AND
ACCESS IN COMPLEX, HYBRID

HOW PING AND SIMEIO WORK
TOGETHER

IT ENVIRONMENTS

Historically, IAM implementations have an astounding failure

Striking the balance between security and convenience for
your workforce, partners and customers is challenging in
environments that include SaaS applications as well as those
hosted in the cloud and on premises. It requires a flexible, highperformance identity and access management (IAM) solution
that provides single sign-on (SSO), multi-factor authentication
(MFA) and access security across all of your digital properties;
unifies and secures identity-centric customer data; and
manages customer consent to meet privacy regulations. It also
requires a partner with deep experience improving customer
engagement, increasing enterprise agility and flexibility, and
modernizing legacy IAM solutions to increase user productivity.
Ping + Simeio Solutions streamline operations, providing
application on-boarding to accelerate the adoption of IAM
services and giving an effortless avenue for any user to access
the systems and data they need, while allowing you to leverage
identity intelligence and adaptive authentication to provide realtime access to authorized applications and services.

rate, but the combination of Ping + Simeio Solutions enables
you to quickly launch or expand IAM and federation programs
while achieving, on average, a 60% faster time-to-market
than traditional IAM implementations. This allows you to
both address immediate needs and provide identity solutions
that offer a longer-term, strategic foundation for your digital
business, leveraging proven industry processes and best-inclass technologies that are enhanced and extended by Simeio
Solutions’ Identity Platform.
Simeio Solutions’ Connect and Protect focus has proven
effective for over 150 million identities and over 400 clients.
And Simeio Solutions IDaaS for Ping Identity and Identity
Orchestrator provides a comprehensive, standards-based
platform architected to span all deployment models and use
cases for wherever enterprise IT goes.
Simeio Solutions is a trusted advisor when it comes to the
Ping Identity Product and our technically knowledgeable team
works with you in a consultative approach:

PLAN

RE(BUILD)

RUN

REFRESH

IAM professional
services include
needs assessments,
road map and
strategy development,
solution design, and
implementation to ensure
information and system
security, user ease and
cost efficiency.

With Ping Identity, Simeio
can provide a path to
modernize your legacy or
homegrown IAM solution,
tailored to your environment,
to make all your technologies
(and employees) work
seamlessly together.
Simeio’s experts can address
challenges with processes,
user interface, security,
timelines, implementation of
new software and day-to-day
program management.

Simeio provides expert,
results-based service
on-site, on-shore and
off-shore with Service
Level agreement tailored
to your operational needs.
Simeio is SOC 2 Type 2,
ISO27001 and CSA STAR
certified, which means you
benefit from increased
operational maturity and
rigor. Simeio can also
maintain your legacy IAM
tools while you transition
to the Ping Identity
platform.

Seamlessly manage
updates and maintenance
so that there are no
surprises for your
employees or customers.

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS?
Ping + Simeio Solutions combine to provide a flexible, secure
and scalable identity solution for your enterprise. We enable
you to greatly enhance your security posture without the

Enabling hybrid cloud
monitoring and access
gateway

Technology agnostic,
unified user interface for
all of your IAM services

cost and resource-intensive processes typically involved in
systems integrations, plus gain:
• Secure and exceptional user experiences that
allow your customers to seamlessly authenticate
and self-manage their identity and profile data in a
centralized solution that can span across all of your
digital properties.
• The ability to accelerate cloud adoption with an IAM
solution that simplifies the migration of resources
across cloud, SaaS and on-premises environments,
including the ability to manage IAM how and where
you want, making adjustments as needed.
• A modern IAM solution that decreases management
complexity, reduces infrastructure costs, and
provides better user experiences that boost
productivity across the enterprise.
• Improved operational maturity and access to
Simeio’s industry-first Identity Intelligence Center,
a modern security operation center (SOC) specialpurpose built for IAM.
• A unified IAM platform that is expandable to
provide and/or manage identity governance and
administration and privileged identity management.

90%

Agree that IAM is important
to their company’s success

Provides intelligence
with system
information, event
management and user
behavior analytics

86%

View IAM as critical to
cloud adoption

Enhanced, real-time
monitoring and alerting

82%

CIOs rank security as top
spending category

SUCCESS STORY
A supermajor oil and gas company had a legacy IAM solution that was not future-proof, extremely costly to maintain, and prone to
operational issues. Ping + Simeio Solutions were able to work together to provide a modernized, cloud-based identity and access
management solution that reduces security risk, ensures appropriate levels of access to key assets, and significantly saves the
company money and resources.

Ping Identity

Simeio

Ping Identity envisions a digital world powered by intelligent

Since 2007, Simeio Solutions has continually strived to help

identity. We help enterprises achieve Zero Trust, identity-defined

businesses reinvent how they engage with customers, how

security and more personalized, streamlined user experiences.

and where their employees work, and the way they partner

The Ping Intelligent Identity Platform provides customers,

with others. This is made possible through our complete

employees and partners with access to cloud, mobile, SaaS

Identity and Access Management (IAM) solution that engages

and on-premises applications and APIs, while also managing

securely with anyone, anywhere, anytime, with an unparalleled

identity and profile data at scale.

“service first” philosophy. The results for our clients say it all —
significant productivity and efficiency gains, greater employee
and customer satisfaction and loyalty, deeper insights into
customer needs and behaviors and entirely new revenue
opportunities.

For more information about how Ping Identity and Simeio joint solutions can help your business, contact Ping or Simeio.

Ping Identity envisions a digital world powered by intelligent identity. We help enterprises achieve Zero Trust identity-defined security and more personalized, streamlined user experiences.
The Ping Intelligent Identity Platform provides customers, employees and partners with access to cloud, mobile, SaaS and on-premises applications and APIs, while also managing identity and
profile data at scale. Over half of the Fortune 100 choose us for our identity expertise, open standards leadership, and partnership with companies including Microsoft, Amazon and Google.
We provide flexible options to extend hybrid IT environments and accelerate digital business initiatives with multi-factor authentication, single sign-on, access management, intelligent API
security, directory and data governance capabilities. Visit www.pingidentity.com.
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